
DETERMINE HOW CHANGEREADY
YOU ARE IN 7 DAYS
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CHANGE IS NO LONGER A CHOICE

The fourth industrial era, where our world has become driven by digital 
innovation, creates a highly volatile, complex and disruptive environment for 
organisations to compete in. The need for change has never been higher on 
the agenda. And yet every year, 84% of transformations fail, costing UK 
businesses over £130BN.

 Why?
 • 87% of executives say work silos are the most common   
  barrier to change.
 • 86% of executives say their leaders don’t sponsor change   
  effectively.
 • 75% of executives don’t consider their company strategy to   
  be ChangeReady.

Every business needs to change to survive. But how do you make sure your 
organisation is ready for a world of disruption and continuous improvement?



A low score places you at a high risk of wasting significant time and money 
unless you take remediation actions to strengthen your foundations for change.

* From the Future of Business Summit, 2019 and the Sullivan & Stanley ChangeReady 6 database. 

We flipped the script – if 84% of transformations fail, it means that 16% succeed.

Our ChangeReady 6 methodology is designed around how the successful 16% 
operate so we can measure your readiness across the 6 foundations of change:
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BE DIFFERENT. BE CHANGEREADY.

COMPANIES THAT ARE CHANGEREADY SUCCEED IN A 
WORLD WHERE 84% OF TRANSFORMATIONS FAIL.



Great leaders inspire their teams. They genuinely understand 
how to lead through change, they encourage continuous 
learning, empower people and create accountability for the 
change.

A clear direction that’s well understood by the whole 
organisation, with a ‘Steel Thread’ that runs from the strategy 
to teams’ day-to-day work, is a critical first step to being 
ChangeReady.

Engaged teams take ownership of change and nurture a 
cultural shift through the organisation, which ultimately leads 
to a truly sustainable change.

Teams experiment and learn within a flexible governance 
pattern. The focus is on supporting the fast and effective 
delivery of value.

Place customers at the heart of change to create a strong 
relationship built on trust and mutual respect. Change is 
co-created and ensures value is delivered for everyone.

Organisations are set up to deliver sustainable benefits to 
customers regularly, at least every 90-days, and more 
frequently if possible.
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THE 6 FOUNDATIONS OF CHANGE.



To transform your organisation into one that is 
ready for a world of disruption and continuous 
improvement, we make you 3 promises:

   • To confirm how Change Ready you are
 in 7-days through our Assessment.

   • To provide a remediation plan in 21-days   
 through our Immersion. 

   • To implement successful change in a 
 further 90-days Value Sprint.
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THE CHANGEREADY 6 PROCESS.



To calculate your Company ChangeReady Score, 
we ask people from across your business to 
participate in an anonymous, guided, digital 
assessment, which comprises 40-questions.

Then in a workshop with the executive team, we 
explore the results and create alignment on the 
challenges ahead.
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1. ASSESSMENT



Your activities:

   • Nominate 20-25 people from across the business to complete the 
 assessment.

   • Schedule individual and group-guided sessions.

   • Schedule the executive workshop.

Your time: half an hour for those completing the assessment; half a day for the 
executive workshop.

Outcomes:

   • Confirmation of how ChangeReady your organisation is.

   • A personalised report: including insights on how teams and individuals   
 view the ChangeReady capability of the organisation, areas of risk and   
 recommended improvements.

   • Live executive workshop: explore your Company ChangeReady score and  
 discuss how to strengthen it with value and insights drawn from the   
 assessment.
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ASSESSMENT -
THE CHANGEREADY 6 PROCESS.

"YOU CAN SEE THE QUALITY IN EVERYTHING S&S DO”

CEO, MERCHANT BANK



Our Change Agents join you either on-site or 
virtually.

Together, we develop a plan to improve your 
strength across each of the 6 foundations of 
change, with a clear way forward and 
assigned next-steps.

2. IMMERSION
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IMMERSION -
THE CHANGEREADY 6 PROCESS.

Your activities:

   • Facilitate access to key people to gain further context, understanding   
 and insight.
  

   • Continued ownership by the Exec Sponsor.

   • Ensure appropriate attendance in the playback session.

Your time: approximately 2-days of your sponsor’s time, and a series of short 
meetings with multiple stakeholders.

Outcomes:

   • Remediation ChangeReady Plan: a clear way forward to improve your   
 ChangeReady score across the 6 foundations of change.

   • Proposal: outline how S&S can help you to implement the changes   
 within the first Value Sprint.

“IT WAS A PLEASURE TO RECEIVE FEEDBACK THAT OUR 
FUNCTION WAS A TRUE ENABLER OF BUSINESS CHANGE." 

CIO, FINANCIAL SERVICES



Finally, we can help you implement your 
Remediation ChangeReady Plan as part of a 
further 90-day engagement.

Our team transfers their knowledge to your 
organisation so your teams learn how to master 
change for sustained success 

And we repeat the ChangeReady 6
Assessment at regular intervals to establish 
your ‘heartbeat’ of change, so you can measure 
progress and your likelihood of success.

3. VALUE SPRINT
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BE DIFFERENT.
BE CHANGEREADY.
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OUR STORY

Sullivan & Stanley (S&S) is an award-winning consultancy disruptor that deploys 
teams from The Change Society to solve complex challenges companies face 
during transformation.

By providing the skills, capabilities, people and assets required, we work closely 
with businesses to cut through the uncertainty of transformation and co-create 
outcomes that help them embrace change as a constant.
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Adrian Stalham is our Chief Change Officer. He has 
worked on client-side delivery and transformation most 
of his career and specialises in culture reviews.

De-risk your change 
investment and take the first 
step towards success.

Email:
changeready@sullivanstanley.com

Jacqueline Shakespeare is a Consulting Partner who is 
highly experienced at leading through change, strategy 
to execution, and people and culture.

Will Rackam is the S&S Practice Lead for Leadership 
and Culture. He has a background in consulting and 
business change management for large transformation 
programmes.

OUR CHANGEREADY TEAM.

BE DIFFERENT.
BE CHANGEREADY.



Envision a credible strategy, roadmap and plan, we help 
you realise your value earlier. 

   • Business strategy

   • Digital, data and technology strategy

   • Ecosystem strategy

STRATEGY

Engage and enable your organisation for success through a 
people-centric approach.

   • Leading through change

   • Board alignment 

   • People and culture

LEADERSHIP & CULTURE

Execute effectively and create breakthrough value by 
building future business and technology capability.

   • Digital & business transformation 

   • Technology delivery 

   • Customer experience

CHANGE & TRANSFORMATION

Embed internal capability and sustainable ways of working 
so you can adapt, evolve and thrive.

   • Adaptive operating model 

   • Customer centricity 

   • Ways of working

ORGANISATIONAL AGILITY

A portfolio of services to bridge the strategy-execution gap.
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OUR CONSULTANCY OFFERING


